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itself was a secondary insertion to a passage that develops the ideals of the 
Decalogue  Deuteronomy 19:1–13 introduces the process by which someone 
who kills unintentionally will be able to live in perpetual safety; Exod 21:13–14 
is a Deuteronomy-based insertion into a passage that develops principles of the 
Decalogue  The MT of Josh 20:1–9 is also based on Deuteronomy; similarities to 
Num 35 are introduced by an LXX which is based on a later Vorlage designed 
to harmonize Joshua and Numbers  We therefore find the final word on the 
“cities of refuge” in Num 35 

While Cocco’s argument is compelling, I must caution that his writing 
style is dense, making his text hard to work through  There are a number of 
typographical errors, and the volume could have used another round of editing 
to promote stylistic smoothness  Also, I did not see any explanation for why 
some verse numbers are rendered in bold print in the text  Nevertheless, for 
readers willing to invest effort, Torah is certain to become required reading on 
the “cities of refuge” passages 

John W. Herbst 
Regent University

Manfred Oeming and Konrad Schmid  Job’s Journey: Stations of Suffering  Critical 
Studies in the Hebrew Bible 7  Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2015  Pp  vi 
+ 110  ISBN 978-1-57506-399-7  $29 95 paper 

This brief book, which is a revised and expanded English version of Hiobs Weg: 
Stationen von Menschen im Leid (BTSt 45; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Ver-
lag, 2001), is a gem of an introduction to the interpretive issues surrounding 
Job—no small feat considering the multiplicity of issues and the vast variety of 
approaches to them  The work consists of six brief chapters, the first written by 
Konrad Schmid and the remaining by Manfred Oeming  The chapters treat the 
book of Job largely in order of its structural and literary divisions 

Chapter 1 surveys the hermeneutical issues raised by the prologue and 
various scholarly perspectives  In particular, Schmid discusses the issues re-
garding literary unity created by the notable differences between the prologue 
and the dialogues  Schmid proposes that the ambivalence the reader feels to-
ward the God speeches as the “answer” to Job’s dilemma arises precisely be-
cause the prologue has provided the reader not only with an explanation of 
Job’s dilemma but, necessarily, also the answer to it: God needs to stop the 
“heavenly test” of Job 

 In ch  2, Oeming presents a fascinating reading of the dialogues in Job “as a 
case study in pastoral theology (poimenics)” (p  26)  He examines the strategies 
taken to counsel Job through his dilemma by Job himself in his inner dialogues, 
by his wife, by his friends, and finally by God himself  This unique perspective 
on the dialogues elucidates why Job’s own words, in particular, have resonated 
with those going through suffering, whereas the friends’ answers are largely 
criticized  Oeming frames his analysis of God’s counseling within the context 
of modern psychology, contending that the value of God’s speeches to Job are 
in showing him that the world is a vast place of which Job is not the center 
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In ch  3, Job’s final monologue (ch  31) is examined, in which Job defends 
himself against his friends’ accusations  It includes an interesting collection of 
suggestions from clues the chapter provides for a postexilic sociological and 
theological context for the book  The conception of the moral life in the Second 
Temple period emerges from Job’s claims, which Oeming interprets against the 
backdrop of the Decalogue  He concludes not only that “Job 31 is much more 
closely connected to the Decalogue than might appear at first glance” but that 
it may be thought of as part of the Decalogue’s reception history in a trajec-
tory with the Sermon on the Mount  This conclusion is based on the ways Job’s 
speech focuses on attitudes, general principles, and radicalizing of the stipu-
lations of the Decalogue in a similar way as the Sermon on the Mount (p  53) 

Chapter 4 is a study of the Elihu speeches, focusing particularly on the 
question of how precisely the ransom is provided by the intermediary heavenly 
being in ch  33  Oeming makes the theologically interesting suggestion that 
the intermediary draws on a “heavenly treasure chest of grace,” relating it to 
the New Testament concepts of ransom for Christ’s sake (e g , Rom 4:25; 5:7–8) 
(p  65)  He connects this line of thought to God’s deliberations with Abram over 
Sodom in Gen 18 and the account of the martyrs in 2 Maccabees 

In ch  5, Oeming examines the structure, iconographical background, and 
rhetoric of the God speeches  He contends that their purpose is twofold: to 
make Job realize that the horizon of God’s activity in the world is much broader 
than human culture, and to suggest Job replace his narrow-cosmos view of the 
world with this wider view in which God controls chaos (pp  81–82) 

Finally, in ch  6, Oeming tackles God’s response to the friends in the epi-
logue  He makes the case for interpreting God’s chastening of the friends in 42:7 
as contrasting Job’s direct address of God with the friends’ attempt to defend 
God without addressing Him directly  Oeming translates, “for you have not 
correctly spoken to me, as my servant Job has” (p  97)  Oeming draws out the 
implications of this interpretation for the theological enterprise, namely, that 
it must ultimately arrive at “its true purpose: speaking to God in faith” (p  99) 

This book packs many perspectives into a small space and, in my opinion, 
retains a good balance of summarizing scholarly suggestions on the interpre-
tive questions and staking each position out among them  I look forward to 
assigning it to my next Job exegesis class  It is sure to prompt students to engage 
with the breadth and depth of interpretive issues arising from the book of Job 

John A. Cook 
Asbury Theological Seminary

Stefan H  Wälchli  Gottes Zorn in den Psalmen. Eine Studie zur Rede vom Zorn 
Gottes in den Psalmen im Kontext des Alten Testamentes und des Alten Orients. 
OBO 244  Fribourg: Academic Press; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
2012  Pp  vii + 191  ISBN 978-3-7278-1687-1; 978-3-54370-2  $46 00 cloth 

Stefan H  Wälchli serves as an adjunct professor for OT at the Institute of Bibli-
cal Studies at the University of Bern, Switzerland  This volume is an updated 
version of his habilitation treatise, submitted to the University of Bern in 2007  
He is also pastoring a Reformed Church in Worb, Switzerland 
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